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Growth Mindset: The Impact of Praise
Every classroom is full of conversations. This talk, whether
personal or academic, reveals
the mindsets of the teacher
and students in this classroom. Praise (in the correct
form) is the most important
part of these conversations.

1.) Praise Enhances Performance. Research shows that
eliciting positive emotion prior
to performance enhances performance and improves problem solving, enhances creativity, promotes cognitive and
linguistic fluidity, and even
boosts IQ .

Carol Dweck (2006) wrote,
“The wrong kind of praise creates self-defeating behavior. The
right kind of motivates students
to learn.” Praise needs to be
specific and focus on what
the child can control—
Strategy, Effort, and Attitude.

2. ) Praise Enhance Memory.
Memory followed by emotion
is more likely to be remembered. Praise following a performance reinforces that performance and makes it more
memorable in the future.
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No matter what your ability is, effort is what ignites
ability and turns it into accomplishment.
- Carol Dweck
I hated every minute of training, but I said, “Suffer
now and live the rest of your life as a champion.”
- Mahammad Ali

